ARCTIC OVEN

G R E AT N U N ATA K

Arctic Oven Great Nunatak

Airframes constant pursuit of quality craftsmanship in outdoor gear has
increased the Arctic Oven’s capabilities to an even higher level for outdoor
enthusiasts. Aviation engineering combined with learnings from advanced
field testing resulted in our most versatile four-season tent. Proven to stand
up to the harshest conditions and weighing far less than our best-selling
Arctic Oven with a similar footprint, this tent will allow you to confidently
access true wilderness like never before.
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Tent Fly
Vapex Body
Tent Poles
Spiders With Straps
Square Halo Frames
HD Tent Stakes

TENT BODY AND POLE SET UP

- Put together the shock-corded poles for the body and the square halo rings. Set aside.
- Unfold the tent body and lay it out flat.
- Stake down the four corners of the body and along each side firmly. Properly staking out your
tent is very important with this model of tent. Stretch the corners as tight and as square as
possible. Make sure you have the correct stakes for the terrain you are camping in.
- Unzip the front door of the tent body to stand on the nylon floor.
- Attach the square halo rings to the clips on top of the tent body.
- Attach the spider with the four straps to the corners of the square halo ring.
Wrap the strap around the pole, close the Velcro and snap into place.

Halo, spider, and
ridge pole setup.

- Install the ridge pole in between the two spiders as seen in the picture.
- Slide the main poles through the door opening, inside the body and up through the
holes in the ceiling on each end of the tent.
- Insert the center spiders that have the four straps into the top of the poles.
- Lift the top of the tent up by lifting each of the main poles.
- Continue to lift the poles up until the bottom of the poles can be placed
on the gray reinforcements sewn on the floor.
- Adjust the pole up or down using the peg on the bottom so the tent is
stretched tight.
- Stake down any additional loops for added strength of structure.

Visual of tent after tent body and pole set up.

BEFORE YOU INSTALL THE TENT FLY:

- If you are planning to use a stove inside of the tent, you will need to cut out the opening for the stove pipe on the silver
square material (silica) at the peak of the tent fly. There are “guide stitches” sewn in circles on the silica square that
correspond with common stove pipe sizes (See photo below).
- Remove the stove jack cover flap by peeling it from the Velcro.
- Determine how big the stove jack opening needs to be based on the size of your stove pipe.
- Fold the silica square in half and cut out the stove jack on the inside of the guide stitches sewn into the silica material.

TENT FLY SET UP
- Pull the tent fly over the tent body, straightening as needed. Make sure you position the fly so the stove jack is over the
stove opening on the tent body.
- Clip the tent body to the fly on the two sides of the tent walls. Use the side-release buckles located under the fly.
- Evenly pull out the fly at the bottom. Stake out ALL of the loops on the bottom of the fly around the perimeter.
- Make sure the fly remains centered on the square halo rings as you stake it out.
- Line up the ventilation tubes at the front and rear of the tent. Leave the tubes open at all times, especially when using any
form of heat source inside the tent.
- Now you can attach your high wind tie-outs on all of the guy-out points around the tent. We recommend using our highwind tie-out package for a simple and reliable guy-out solution.
- When using a stove, unzip the ceiling of the tent body, roll back and clip the flap out of the way for the stove pipe
installation.

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO

It is highly recommended that you set up your tent BEFORE going into the field to familiarize yourself with the instructions.
This tent model was designed to be set up by one person.

Stove Jack

Final tent setup.
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